# Assembly instructions for Komatsu Merchandising System

**Double Sided Single Rack # KMDS-2G**  
**3-Sided Rack # KMDS-3G**  
**4-sided Rack # KMDS-4G**

## Komatsu Double Sided Single Rack –KMDS-2G

**Step 1**  
Lay the single grid panel on its side. Take screws and attach base/stand to grid panel. Tighten connectors with screw head facing towards the outside. Screws should be snug so grid can still be moved into place.

**Step 2**  
With the assistance of another person lift display up and onto its feet.

**Step 3**  
Attach Komatsu Sign to Top of Grid Panel with zip ties

**Step 4**  
Position Peg Hooks to desired look

**Step 5**  
Apply Pricing Sleeves to Peg Hooks and Price Product with Labels

**Kit includes:**  
1 Grid panel KMP3BLK26  
1 Base/Stand KMGL24B  
2 Shelves KMBLKS93  
1 Komatsu Sign w/Zip Ties KM8x24G  
24 Peg Hooks KMBLKH6
Komatsu 3 Sided Rack KMDS-3G

Step 1

Stand up two grid panels next to each other on a 45 degree angle to each other. Take 2 connectors and attach to each grid. Top connector should be about 6” from top, and the bottom connector should be 6” from bottom. Tighten connectors with screw head facing towards the outside. Screws should be snug so panels can still be moved into place. See below picture for how the panels attach to each other.

Step 2

Repeat step 1 until the 3 panels are in the shape of a triangle. Then finish tightening all connector screws.

Step 3

With the assistance of another person lift triangle shaped display into wheeled base.

Step 4

Attach shelves and hooks as desired.

Kit includes:
3 Grid panels KMP3BLK26
1 Wheeled Triangle Base KMBLK3TB
3 Plastic shelves KMDA224B
6 shelve brackets KMBLK12KB
6 Panel Connectors KMBLKJC
36 Peg Hooks KMBLKH6
3 Komatsu Sign w/Zip Ties KM8x24S
Komatsu 4 Sided Rack - KMDS-4G

Step 1
Start by taking the frame out and assembling the wheels and configuration to look exactly like the photo below. Also identifying the 4 screws/washers/nuts needed to secure the grids into the frame.

Step 2
Take 1 Grid and attached it with the screw to the frame and repeat four times. Take connectors to the cross sections of the panels where they touch, about 6” from top and the bottom and attach to each panel for added strength. Tighten connectors with screw head facing towards the outside. See below picture for how the panels attach to each other.

Step 3
Attach shelves and hooks as desired.

Step 4
Attach Komatsu Sign to Top of Grid Panel with zip ties

Step 5
Apply Pricing Sleeves to Peg Hooks and Price Product with Labels

Kit includes:
4 Grid panels KMP3BLK26
1 Wheeled Base KMBLK4BA
4 Plastic shelves KMDA224B
8 shelve brackets KMBLK12KB
8 Panel Connectors KMBLKJC
60 Peg Hooks KMBLKH6
4 Komatsu Sign w/Zip Ties KM8x24G